
The business development team at my design firm wanted the ability to pitch to companies in the hotel industry. We decided 

that the best way to demonstrate our capabilities would be to create a design project on the future of the connected hotel. 

Other consultancies were approaching connectedness from an internet of things/technology standpoint, but we wanted to 

approach it from the user’s experience. 

THE CONNECTED HOTEL 



There was no budget for research for this project, so we had to get creative. I happened to be scheduled for a trip involving 

three separate hotel stays, and I documented the process of being a hotel guest with a log and photo diary. 

We gained insights into various painpoints from review websites like Trip Advisor and Yelp. I also visited online communities and 

forums where people who represented our different archetypes share their hotel hacks. 

FREESEARCH 



Team dynamics on this self directed project were challenging. It was difficult to communicate effectively with coworkers and 
team members because the project had no official lead. I had an opportunity to strengthen my team building skills by voicing 
and openly discussing the tensions and issues we were facing together. I applied facilitation tools usually reserved for client 
workshops to my teammates to re-engage them and to acknowledge everyone's contribution. 

TEAM OF EQUALS 



To prototype the connected hotel experiences, we acted out our use cases and mapped them in storyboards. We tested 

different sequences and brainstormed solutions for a connected space, like voice-interactions and unconventional mobile tools. 

In addition to the prototypes, we also arrived at a point of view – 6 principles for designing the connected hotel.

BUILD TO LEARN 



In the end we created a thoughtful, handmade presentation to demonstrate our firm’s ability to collaborate with a client to 

realize the future of connected hotels. The pinup boards that we designed to illustrate the process were portable and conveyed 

the innovative, playful nature of working with our team.  

THE PROCESS IS THE PRODUCT 


